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I. LIST OF SYMBOLS
b

A variable in the difference equations defined in Equation 18

B§

Buckling in the core

caT^

cn

A variable in the difference equations defined
in Equation 19

neutrons/cms'-sec.

D

Diffusion coefficient

cn.

Dc

Diffusion coefficient in the core

cm.

Dr

Diffusion coefficient in the reflector

cm*

Dz

Diffusion coefficient in the blanket

cm.

E

Neutron energy

UEV

Hn

The solution to the homogeneous difference equation

Lp

Attenuation length

m

A subscript indicating core blanket boundary in the difference
equations

n

A subscript indicating radius position in the difference equations

Njy. Concentration of nuclide
p

cm.

atoms/cm.5

Resonance escape probability
Fission to resonance non-leakage probability

Pn

The particular solution to the difference equation

R

Feed enrichment ratio

Rc

Core radius

cm.

S

Neutron source strength

neutrons/ca3-eec.

t

Time

sec.

Tz

Reflector thickness

cm.

°<

Ratio of capture cross section to fission cross section

°<n A variable in the difference equations defined in Equation 30

2
f2n A variable ia the difference equation defined in Equation 32.
Z

Excess reactivity

£

Fast fission factor

>1

Fission neutron produced per theroal neutron absorbed

Q

Flus-time

r"

Average number of neutrons per fission

cr

macroscopic cross section

S& Absorption cross section

c&?/atcm.
cmT*-

^er Cross section for neutrons removed to the next lowest energy
group by elastic scattering
cs&rl
Ef

Macroscopic fission cross section

^*n,n

S*r

j—^j -f k

cmT^-

Cross section for neutrons transferred from
group j to j -F k by inelastic scattering
czsr-

Microscopic transport cross section

car^

9 Neutron flux

neutrons/ca»^-sec.

§ Neutron flux divided by radius

neutrons/cm.3-sec.
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II. SU2S&RY

This study considered the effects of variation in the isotopic
composition of plutonium used as a fast reactor fuel material. "When the
plutonium fuel material is produced in a thermal reactor, the primary
factor affecting composition is the flux time of irradiation 6, lO^cm"^.
Flux times of 6 = 1, 6 = 5, and

ê —10 were studied. It was found that

for a flux time of 6 = 10, the concentration of Pu-239 which yielded a
critical mass was reduced to a concentration of 7,h2% of the fuel from a
concentration of lk-1% for the pure Pu-239 case. In all cases studied
the spherical core consisted of 35% fuel, 15% Fe, and 50% Na by volume
and had a radius of 31 centimeters. The core was surrounded by a blanket
of 70% U, 10% Fss and 20% Na by volume which extended to a radius of 75
centimeters.
Ths critical masses of the fast reactor were calculated by a one
dimensional, two region, 16 neutron energy group computer code written in
IBM FQRTRANSIT. This code also was used to tabulate the neutron flux in
16 energy groups at each of 75 radius points- No significant change in
the flux spectra resulted from the changes in plutonium isotopic compo
sition. The peak flux was in the energy range 0.3 1EV<E <0.5 MET.
"SThile the computer code was written in the FQRTRANSIT coding system for
the IBM 650, the program is compatible with the FORTRâN coding system
and could be employed on any machine using FORTRAN. The program could be
used to compute the critical mass of any spherical fast reactor with one
or two regions. The choice of fuel, coolant, and structural materials in
the reactor is in no way restricted by the program instructions.

For the particular reactor studied, a one neutron energy group dif
fusion theory calculation predicted approximately the same changes in
critical mass as were obtained from the computer solution»
The plutonium fuel •oas assumed to be produced in a thermal plutonium,
recycle reactor with an average enrichment of 1%. The set of differential
equations detailing the buildup of Pu-239, Pu-2l|0, Pu-2ljl, and Pu-2U2 in
the thernal reactor ras solved by use of an electronic analog computer.
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in.

INTRODUCTION

It has been stated that the breeder reactor is probably the closest
approach to a perpetual motion machine that our technology has yet
devised. The fast breeder reactor not only produces power but also
produces fissionable plutonium in excess of its am needs for fuel. "While
this intrinsic fuel saving is attractive, today it is the thermal reactor
—not the fast reactor—that has been most intensively developed.
One of the main difficulties in the development cf the fast breeder
reactor has been the very heavy investment in fissionable material needed
for this type of power reactor. Some conceptual designs have considered
cores containing upwards of $00 kilograms of Pu-239. When Pu-239 is
valued at $12 per gram, the fissionable material costs are §6 million.
The existing thermal reactors, that already have reached a com
paratively high level of development, would seem to be the most logical
source of the plutonium needed for the fast breeder reactors. While any
thermal reactor containing U-238 "mill produce plutonium, the quantity and
the isotopic composition of the plutonium produced trill vary widely. The
quantity of plutonium produced is dependent upon the amount of U-238
present. This varies widely; at one extreme are the highly enriched
reactors containing only a fear percent of U-238, and at the other extreme
are the natural uranium reactors containing 99*2% U-238. The composition
of the plutonium also will change, since plutonium produced in a reactor
is a mixture of isotopes having varying nuclear properties. The primary
factor affecting composition is the flux-time of irradiation; that is, as
flux-times of irradiation increase, the plutonium isotopes of
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atomic vsight tend to baild TO. The extreme example of high irradiation
flux-times is that of the plutonium recycle reactor. Here the plutonium,
is recycled through several fuel loadings, resulting in very large flaxtimes of irradiation»

The calculation of the buildup of these higher

isotopes will tend to be complicated by the fact that three fissionable
nuclides, ÏÏ-235, Pu-239, and Pu-2kl, serve as sources of neutrons in the
thermal reactor. Pu-2it0 and Pu-2l;2 are not fissionable by neutrons of
thermal energy.
Since these variations exist ia the plutonium produced by the thermal
reactors, it may be expected that the design of a fast breeder reactor
could be influenced by the composition of the plutonium used as fuel* In
the fast reactor both Pu-2U0 and Pu-2i;2 are fissionable in neutron fluxes
with energies greater than 0.1 ME7, and thus fission is possible for all
of the plutonium isotopes present. The description of a fast reactor is
inherently much more difficult to handle mathematically than the de
scription of the thermal reactors. Since a Hide variation in neutron
energies exists and the properties of the reactor materials are a function
of this energy, the neutron flux at any point in the reactor must be sub
divided into neutron fluxes within various ranges of neutron energy.
Account must be taken of the production, capture, fission, the elastic
scattering, and the inelastic scattering for each of these energy ranges
Thus a computer solution of the problem is strongly suggested.
From the above discussion it can be seen that «hen plutonium produced
in a thermal reactor is used as a fast reactor fuel, variations in the
isotopic composition of the plutonium can possibly affect The fuel invest
ment problem in fast reactors»

A study of the effect of this variation

in plutonium isotopic composition is the purpose of this research.
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17.

LITERATURE REVES"

An extensive development of fuel cycle analysis has been published
by Benedict and Pigford (2), but the work was restricted to fuel cycles
in thermal reactors. Neutron balance equations were written for a "just
critical" reactor with the initial loading of fuel assumed to be present.
Xenon and samarium were the only fission products assumed to be present,
and these were considered to be at equilibrium concentrations dependent
upon the designed power level. A second neutron balance equation was
written for the reactor at an arbitrary flux time &. TShen these two
equations were combined, a feed-enrichment ratio E was obtained, which
was defined as the ratio of U-235 to U-238 in the actual reactor feed
relative to that in the reference design. This feed enrichment ratio was
then related to the flux time of reactor operation. The analysis was
carried out for several cases, including completely mixed fuel with no
plutonium recycle, unmixed fuel with no plutonium recycle, and unmixed
fuel with plutonium recycle. A set of differential equations was derived
which detailed the change in fuel composition with time for the unmixed
fuel case. Values for the concentrations of u-235, U-236, Pu-239, Pu-2l$0,
Pu-2ltl, and Pu-22j2 were calculated for the case of the unmixed feed,
plutonium recycle reactor.
A further extension of this work by Shanstrom, et al. (17) resulted
in the development of the computer code FUELCYC, usable for calculating
the effect on the fuel cycle of different methods of scheduling replace
ment of fuel and movement of control poisons. These included batch,
inout, outin, and graded movement of the fuel elements* The computer code
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FOELCTC was two dimensional and used t$ro grows of neutron energies. Outin
fuel movement vas found to be the economical method of fuel scheduling for
a reactor similar to Yankee. Use of computer code FUELCYC resulted in a
calculation for tie average buraup -which -sas 33% higher than the calcula
tion of the average burnup under the assumption of a time-invariant
chopped-cos, chopped Jo thermal flux distribution used in a simpler code.

This was attributed to the fact that the flux and power density in an
irradiated core were grossly different from the flux and power density in
a uniform core*
Starr (18) discussed a general approach to enriched plutonium re
cycle reactors which did not consider such reactor details as homogeneous
versus heterogeneous cores, solid versus fluid cores, or fixed versus
circulating cores* The condition assumed for the plutonium feeder-con
verter system was that the enriched reactor plants were to be supported
from plutonium produced in a natural reactor plant. The complete fuel
cycle of such combined plants were considered to operate with natural
uranium feed. A rather elaborate cost comparison, including projected
reprocessing costs, was calculated for the feeder-converter complex. This
was considered to include a natural uranium reactor power plant (feeder
reactor) which discharged fuel for plutonium removal after approximately
3,000 megawatt days per ton irradiation. The plutonium which was removed
from the fuel sas assumed to be fed into the enriched reactor plants, and
the uranium remaining in the fuel was assumed to be discarded. The
enriched reactor plants, which were considered to bum mostly plutonium
and convert U-238 to plutonium, were designated as plutonium converters
in a plutonium feeder-converter system. Some typical values assumed for
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the feeder reactor were 100 megawatt thermal power with an initial con
version ratio of 0.8. For 3,000 megawatt days per ton fuel irradiation
and 100% load factor, the reactor would produce 25.8 kilograms of plu
tonium with isotopic content of 79% Pu-239, 16% Pu-2l?0, and 5% Pu-2l&.
The plutonium converter, reactor system considered was of a type capable
of operating with 2% 11-235 enriched uranium and an initial conversion
ratio of 0.7. It was considered necessary to discard some of the plu
tonium recycle stream to stop the buildup of higher isotopes in the
plutonium converter reactor which irradiated the fuel for 10,000 megawatt
days per ton and utilized the plutonium from the feeder reactor as a feed
material. "When 17.8 kilograms of plutonium, per year were considered to
be discarded, the isotopic plutonium recycle concentration was calculated
to be hl'2% Pu-239, 20.5% Pu-2&), 11.1$ Pu-2lil, and 20,9% Pu^2.
Greebler, et al. (6) considered the recycle of plutonium in light
water reactors. They emphasized that the calculation of isotopic compo
sitions and reactivities in reactors with dose-packed lattices—and
especially in light water reactors—is sufficiently complex so that simpli
fied models of reactor spectra cannot be used. The resonance effect in
close-packed lattices was considered to necessitate the calculation of
the geometric shielding and the shifts in the thermal neutron spectra
with changes in isotopic composition. A model was developed which con
sidered the details of resonance effects, spectrum shifts, geometric
effects, changes in flux with composition, and practical partial batch
refueling schedules. The uncertainties caused by variations in nuclear
parameters were calculated. For example, a variation of 10% in the value
of°< for PU-2J4I affected the calculated value of the reactivity of the
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pseudo-steady state by about 2%, Consideration oas also given to the
startup transient ishich %as traversed in the approach to the pseudo-steady
state conditions. Startup cycles were developed •Bhich converged to the
desired asymptotic state. The relation of the startup cycle cost to the
cost of the pseudo-steady state and to the lifetime average fuel cost •ess
determined. A calculation for the required inventory was developed. The
normal inventory considered to be required for the reactor and its supply
line was 1.5 core loads of enriched fuel plus an additional inventory of
0.5 core loads of enriched fuel for the first 15 years of operation and
a further addition of 1.0 core loads of enriched fuel for the second 15
years of operation. Operation on natural uranium makeup alone required
design for maximum reactivity and short cycle lives, resulting in fuel
cycle costs 'Bhich were about double the cost of optimum cycles with slig&t
enrichment.
Several attempts have been made to determine the quantities of
materials required for the long-term development of national nuclear pro
grams. Andriot and Gaussens (1) described the French requirements for a
long-term nuclear power buildup. Comparisons were made on the basis of
required uranium production for varying approaches, including the natural
uranium and graphite approach, the natural uranium and heavy oater approach,
and the enriched uranium and heavy mater approach. Requirements were
considered in terms of desired power production and doubling times.
Bayai, et al. (I4.) considered a three-phase approach to the problem,
of India's power requirements through use of natural uranium reactors,
Pu-Th converters, and U-233-Th breeders. This three-phase approach was
considered to permit the buildup of a nuclear electrical capacity based
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only on natural uranium and thoriun feed supplies. This was stated to be
of particular interest because of the relatively scarce uranium and very
abundant supplies of thorium in India*
Work on fuel cycles for plutonium fueled fast breeder reactors "Bas
reported by Hall (7). The breeding ratios and critical nasses •cere com
puted by a 10-group Sq method in a two-region spherical geometry. The
outer region was in all cases considered to be a breeding blanket of
infinite thickness of the composition 70% ÏÏ, 10% Fe, and 20% Na. The
iron and sodium were assumed arbitrarily as provisions for structural
materials and coolant. Various core configurations were considered, in
cluding Pu-ïï, Pu02-U02? Pu-Al, Pu-Fe, and Pu-U-Fe. The minimum mass of
plutonium required for a critical core was found to vary from 2$ to ISO
kilograms, and the breeding ratio was found to vary from 1.1» to 2.2 for
the above cores. A special core with equilibrium. Pu in U, varying from
0% to 10% for a continuous transition from blanket to core, was calculated
to have a core mass of 2,lj00 kilograms and a breeding ratio of 1.5» In
this case natural uranium was assumed to be introduced at the edge of the
blanket region and to be continuously moved toward the center as the plu
tonium built up and was eventually discharged from the center. Thus it
was possible to utilize 25% of the total energy content of the uranium.
However, radiation damage was not considered as 1

over this large

burnup.
Several authors discussed alternative methods of calculating fast
reactors and the advantages of various methods in attaining agreement with
critical assembly data. Loewenstein and Okrent (11) discussed the con
ceptual design of fast neutron breeder reactor systems in terms of
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existing critical assembly data. They considered the S% method to be the
best approximation to the solution of the Bdltzman equation at the present
tine. This Sn method and the diffusion theory method were employed for
specific calculations. They found that normalized one-dimensional dif
fusion theory calculations predicted criticality rather well for cores
•which were uniformly reflected with a high density uranium blanket. The
accuracy of the diffusion theory approximation decreased as the reflector
density and/or the reflector uniformity decreased.
Carlson and Bell (3) discussed the solution of the transport equation
by the Sn method, including fast reactor calculations. Use of a threegroup spectrum of 0-0.It MET, 0.2t-l.lt MET, and l.it ME?-infinity enabled
computation of critical radii to an accuracy of approximately 2%, By use
of a six-group spectrum, 0-0.1-0.1^-0.9-1.h-3.0 MEF-infinity, critical
radii of experimental systems were predicted with an accuracy of within 1%.
Roach (15) discussed a computational survey of idealized fast breeder
reactors. He used a
•which led to a

5%

approximation with 16 energy groups of neutrons

uncertainty in radius due to cross section data un

certainties. The reactors considered were assumed to consist of U-235
and depleted U, Pu-239 and depleted U, and U-233 and Th. Calculated
radii were compared with critical assembly data.
Long, et al. (12) discussed the methods of fast neutron penser reactor
calculations as exemplified ty the work on critical assembly ZBR-IH.
They described the use of multi-group constants for the neutron spectrum
determination and critical mass determination for non-spherical systems.
Specific results at given energy levels were reported and variation of
results due to the various computational schemes were noted.
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Hansen (8) discussed the calculation of elementary fast-neutron
critical assemblies when a sis-group cross section spectrum "mas used.
These "snare then compared to constants obtained from a critical assembly.
Kiehn (10) discussed internal versus external breeding» Some results
of calculation on blanket behavior were as follows: 1) The predominant
effect of increasing tantalum capture reaction in the core was to reduce
the number of blanket injection neutrons per core fuel absorption; 2)
The addition of U-238 to the core reduced the number of available blanket
injection neutrons; and 3) The loss of external production ratio was
compensated by the increase in internal production ratio. Also, gains in
production ratios were noted for blanket enrichment»
Okrent (lii) discussed the sensitivity of the breeding ratio in fast
reactors to uncertainties in the cross sections. He indicated that vari
ations in the experimental!y determined, values of

did not result in

large changes in the calculated breeding ratio. These variations caused
changes from 1.52 to 1.62 in the breeding ratio for a metal system. The
systems considered were of simple spherical geometry and were assumed to
contain U and Pu-239 plus a coolant (sodium) and a structural material
(steel). The blanket was in all cases assumed te be 60% U, 20% steel,
and 20% Na. Various cores which contained oxide and carbide fuels were
studied. The critical mass, breeding ratio, and the average =< of the
plutonium were calculated as a function of core size, e.g., 800, 1,500
or 2,500 liters, when reactivity changes for a sudden coolant removal
were calculated, the metal system showed a positive reactivity change»
The changes in the breeding ratio and the critical mass resulting from
substitution of molybdenum structures and tantalum structures for the iron

lii
structures were studied. The breeding ratio was severely decreased to a
value below 1.0 •nhen tantalum structures were substituted for the iron
structures. Finally, the effects of an increase in fission products on
the reactivity worth of a void at the core center were considered.
Xazachkovsky (9) calculated the fuel costs of power produced by
fast reactors. Specific consideration was given to an economic breeding
ratio, which he defined as the difference between the amount of fuel newly
formed and that Tshich had disappeared through radiative capture, divided
by the amount of spent fuel. From this he determined a fuel cost based
on the immediate expenses of fuel and chemical processing plus the
interest on the fuel investment»
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7. laTHmTIGAL FORMULATION OF PROBLEM
A. Buildup of Plutonium Isotopes in a Thermal Reactor
Benedict and Pigford (2, p. 65) solved the problem of calculation
of buildup of plutonium isotopes in a thermal reactor for two special
cases. The first case was that of a reactor with relatively low total
irradiation of the fuel and no plutonium recycle. The U-238 concentra
tion -was considered to be constant over the period of irradiation, the
buildup of Pu-2^2 "Bas neglected, and the production of Pu-239 from fis
sion of Pu-2ltl was ignored since the Pu-2itl concentration uas low. The
second case considered was that of steady-stats operation with plutonium
recycle. For any one fuel loading, the U-238 concentration was assumed
to be constant and the Pu-2l»l concentration was assumed to be a function
only of the total irradiation time and was constant during the irradia
tion. The calculation of buildup of plutonium isotopes for irradiation
times such that neither set of assumptions can legitimately be made led
to solutions which were exceedingly complex algebraically. Since these
irradiation times were of considerable interest to the problem at hand,
the solutions were obtained through the use of an electronic analog
computer.
The following set of differential equations were obtained by following
the general approach of Benedict and Pigford (2, p. 91) but without intro
ducing the limiting assumptions stated above. To simplify the equations,
the following notation scheme was used. TLy represented the atoms per
cubic centimeter of the isotope in question, x was equal to the atomic
number minus 90, and y was equal to the last digit of the mass number.
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Thus Ngg referred to U-238, N]^ to Pu-239# etc.
The first differential equation in the set tsas that describing the
buildup of

U-235j

as given in Equation

—^ dt

_n25
5

1.

C3-)

^25
?*
5

The next equation for Pu-239 buildup Tuas somewhat more complicated.
The production of Pu-239 was due to four terms: The thermal absorption in
U-238, and the resonance absorption of fast neutrons produced by fission
of U-235, of Pu-239, and of Pu-2iil. Removal was by means of thermal and
resonance absorption in Pu-239* Also, since the half-life of the Pu-239
precursor was short compared to reactor fuel life, the Pu-239 "was treated
as if formed directly from U-238. Thus the change in Pu-239 "was described
by Equation 2.

~~ = N28 <^28? + ^25 °2$ n25 ? £ ?l(1'"P^

^ U9 °rîi9 %9 ? C P1

% ^h9 ? .

+

+

^1(1 ^lil Ni|l ? c Pi(l-P) -

(2)

In order to simplify the equations, the nomenclature of Benedict and
Pigford (2, p. 70) was followed, and the effective thermal, absorption cross
sections for the plutonium isotopes were increased to allow for resonance
absorption of neutrons still in the slowing-dorm process. This aas the
used in Equation 2.

The third differential equation in the set described the buildup of
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Pu-2U0. Pu-2U0 was produced only by capture in Pu-239, as sham in
Equation 3*

Pu-2iil is produced by capture in Pu-2lt0, as given in Equation U«

m
~
dt

•

(W

Finally, Pu-2ii2 is produced by capture in Pu-2^l, as shorn in Equation 5»

gig.%
dt
1+

f-

^

^

B. Analysis of a Fast Reactor by Single Energy Group Two Region Diffusion Theory
As a rough guide to the expected behavior of the fast reactor fueled
with a mixture of plutonium isotopes, a single group - two region diffusion
calculation was useful. This "Has, of course, a gross simplification of
the physical situation. All neutrons were assumed to be bom in the energy
group 0.3 MEV E 0.5 ME7 and not to lose energy by collision. For this
one group model Equation 6 was used, which was the critical equation for
a reflected sphere as given by Murray (13, p. 68).

Bc Rc cot Be R@ = 1 - Be
°c

+ —j*

(6)

For a particular isotopic composition of plutonium, the total
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Pu/U-238 ratio -sas varied until criticality resulted. This particular

Pu-239 critical mass isas then considered to be characteristic of the
olutonium composition studied.
C. Analysis of a Fast Reactor by Multigroup Two Region Diffusion Theory
For any neutron energy group, the neutron balance equation may be
•written using the terms shewn in Equation 7.
Production - Leakage - Absorption = ?N/ 3t
o
Neutron Leakage per unit volume per second = -D V ^
Absorption =

£a<p

Production or Source = S.

(7)

Insertion of the above tenus in the neutron balance yields Equation 8.

S*D

_

£aç

_

3N/

For a spherical geometry, the value of

^f

(8)

is given in Equation 9.

Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 8 gives Equation 10 for the steady
state.
_
di-2
If

rdrj

g s + s = 0.

(10)

al

$ is defined as equal to ^ r, Equation 10 can be -written as Equation 11.
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or Equation 12.
d2i

rdr2

d2I

dr2

_

r. ?
+ 5

D

D r

M

Sr

I

o.

(n)

: 0.

(12)

D

D

In order to make the equations amenable to a digital computer solution,
the differential equations were converted to difference equations. The
reactor tzzs considered to be divided into a series of n spherical shells
with an equal incremental -width A r. According to the theory of dif
ference equations as stated by Scarborough (16, p. 310), the derivative
of a function § (r) with respect to r can be approximated by a forward
first difference quotient as in Equation 13.
d f(r)
=
dr
f

?(r -j- Ar) ar

S(r) =

^n •* 1 ~^n
4r

(13)

This can be expressed equally well by the backward first difference
quotient given in Equation l!;.
= i(r) - j(r -6r) - ^n ~ ^n-1
bM
Ar
Ar

(lit)

The second derivative is approximated by Equation 15.
(kiiii! _
Jf
d2 J(r) o l
dr2

MM]
L

* \>

r

^n + 1 " 2 ^n+ *n-l

(Ar) 2

(15)
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In the liait ^r = 0, the formulas become exact. This indicated that
there should appear In the solution of difference equations the counter
parts of the familiar complementary and particular integrals, Using the
second derivative given in Equation 15, Equation 12 for a space point n
then becomes Equation 16.
^n+l~ 2 ^n*

^n-l _

Sa

r)2

(

^n +

a Sn

D

A g

e Q#

(l6)

D

If Equation 16 is rearranged, it becomes Equation 17 where the constants
used are given by Equation 18 and Equation 19.
^n-Fl = k*n-

2 4: ^a( A.r)2
D

b=

Cn =

n-1 ~°n .

(17)

(18)

= V( ± £3_

The complete solution of difference Equation 17 consisted of tsro parts:
HN, the solution of the homogeneous equation, with c% = 0; and Pn, a

particular solution, and is shown in Equation 20.

*n = 3£H n +p n "

< 20 >

Here Z Is an arbitrary coefficient designed to Bake ia equal zero at
the reactor boundary.
The homogeneous fora of Equation 17 is shown in Equation 21.

B=

+ l=

bH n- H n-l

•

CD
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At this point Ehrlich and Hurwitz (5) suggest the technique of ^multipli
cation of Equation 17 by

and Equation 21 by ?a. This gives

Equation 22 and Equation 23.
®n ^n-r-l

=

k^n®n~ ^n-l®n~ c n®n*

^n ^n -{• 1 = ^^n ^n ~ ^n ^n - 1 •

(22)

(23)

Subtraction of Equation 22 from Equation 23 results in Equation 21*.

®n + l ^n ~ ®n ^n -r 1

—

®n ^n-l'^n-l^n"*"

Hn cn .

(21;)

Evaluation of Equation 2k "sith n = 1 and n - 2 yields Equation 25 and
Equation 26.

h2

-1 " h1

?2

= % *0 - %

H3 ê2 " ^2 "3 ~ ®2 *1

—

^2

+ % ej..

(25)

Bg Cg.

(26)

Equation 25 is inserted into Equation 26 to give Equation 27.
S3 $2 "" h2 £3 = Hx -0 ~ ^0

+ Hi ci + H2 eg .

(27)

Repeated application of this procedure results in Equation 28.

+ 1 *n

^ *a + 1 = H1 ^0 ~ % ^1

n
+

53 Hj cj •
j =1

(28)
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At this point a boundary condition requiring that f be finite at
the center of the reactor "sas invoked. To prevent an indeterminate solu
tion, Eq mast equal 0 since

f

equals

§/r. Since

§q equals 0, Hq

equals 0 also. "Rhen these restrictions are put into Equation 28,
Equation 29 results.

i= = r^— fc
na *i ^

NOT a near variable

n

(29)

S «j)'
3=1

is defined in Equation 30.

=
^•

Insertion of

n

(30)

in Equation 21 yields Equation 31.

« n * i=

b

(a)

" ~èr^ '

An additional nee variable 7^_ is defined in Equation 32.
/

- H1 el
Hn

H2 c2

*

H,,

Hn

*

~ 1 °n » 1
Hn

a - (32)

+ C" e

Hn _ iMn is factored out, Bhich results in Equation 33 or Equation 31;.
J5

= % - 1( H1 °1 , h2°2 .
3
Hn
\B3_1
Hn-i

'
tin-l

<®n =

U3)

J

*Cn •

(&)
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Equation 3k and Equation 31 are inserted into Equation 29 to give Equation
35.

5_
' n = —±
<x n + 1

I?-..
[*»•!

P _ I.
^nl.

L

(35)

J

Equation 31» 3U» and 35 are used to evaluate the neutron flux for the
reactor. Equation 31 is evaluated first. Since ^ q must equal zero for
a finite flux Ç at the center of the reactor, it can be seen from Equation

35 that °< ^ equals cxs. From Equation 31» °< 2
Subsequent values of

seen to be equal to b.

folio? directly from Equation 31 until the outer

reactor boundary is reached.

Equation 3b is evaluated next. P q

is not

needed for purposes of calculation, and P ^ equals c^ since °< ^ equals c*o.
Subsequent values of

follow directly from Equation 3U and the values of

°< previously calculated.

Evaluation of P proceeds to the outer boundary

of the reactor. Finally, Equation 35 is evaluated working insards from
the outer boundary of the reactor. Since f equals zero at the outer
boundary and

f equals

f r,

5 at the outer boundary is zero.

Subsequent

values of 5 are evaluated directly from Equation 35 and the previously
evaluated values of °< and ft .
For the case of the tro region reactor, the additional boundary con
ditions of continuous neutron flux and current at the boundary were invoked.
Flux is continuous from the nature of the calculation of Equation 35•

The

neutron current is made continuous by putting restrictions on values of X
and p at the core blanket boundary.

The variables b, S%, and c^ are all

material dependent and change value at the core blanket boundary. The
neutron current is defined in Equation 36.

2k

Current = - D °_f_ .
dr

(36)

In difference equation formulation, this can be approximated by Equation
37.

s

<37)

The derivative within the core is given in Equation 38 -where m is the
space point on the core blanket boundary.

df
dr

2r"

f m "* f m—1
rm -

(38)

In the blanket the derivative is approximated as shown in Equation 39.

d?
dr

rm

+1 ~
+ I"

fm
rm

(39)

Ihen the currents were equated, Equation 2t0 resulted» The prime indicates
the blanket
,D( U - fm - 1)
(rffi - rm_iJ

=

_

(
D'

f m + 1 - f») (% -f 1 -%)

m

For equal incremental distances in the core and blanket, the equality of
Equation ijl holds so that Equation k2 results from Equation i;0.

rm

- rm-l =

0( f a —
S'a is equal to

Ar=rm

+ 1 ~rm •

f nt-l) — C ( ? m + 1 " fm) *
rnu

(W

(^2)

and thus Equation U2 may be modified to give
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Equation 1;3.

is _ ItiV
rm

rm-l /

d" (IeJJ: \ ri+ 1

(li3)
rm

/

Equation 35 ras rewritten as shown in Equation I4I4. and Equation li5«
2**1 = < î n > C « n + 1 > - /m *
m - 1 =

Equation

hh

and

^=-1 .
"b

k$ were

(Il5)

next used in Equation 1|3;> yielding Equation 1;6.

D

_B -

2B

+ J>'„ n'( * m + D 1
rm

/_ (-Ai )+
rm

(W

rm

+1

D

J

(^)

^rm-l^

+1

The term in brackets on the left is set equal to zero, which solves for
m +1

in terms of « E.
_

D ( Tm + 1

m + l _

With <=<

a+

rm

+ 1 1 . ro-f 1
51=;J* ~ -

1 thus fixed in terms of =*

m

Equation 1>6 was solved for ft

m

in terms of
S

= D (^ jjj_]_)(rQ +l)
»' «« (w)

/i n\
*

W)

To summarize, the three equations used for evaluation of the neutron
flux were the following.
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2

(U9)

=
^

"J

(50)

+ en .

f,a<

ii4 1 = b -

1
*< n

(5D

The following four equations resulted from the boundary conditions
of the problem.
o<

§

(52)

= 0 at the reactor boundary.

(53)
rm

l)
P - D( ^m-l)(% + 1)
^
(r=_l)

+1

(SU)

m

(55)

D. Effects of Higher Isotopes on
Thermal Reactor Fuel Loadings
Although the primary emphasis of this investigation fas on the effects
of the higher isotopes of plutonium on a fast reactor, a short analysis of
effects on thermal reactors proved useful for purposes of comparison. A
thermal reactor normally operates with considerable excess reactivity to
allow for xenon override, fuel burnnp, fission product poisoning, tempera
ture control, etc. Benedict and Pigford (2, p. 100) calculated this
excess reactivity in terms of poisons, higher plutonium isotopes, and
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absorption of fission product poisoning. Their equation can be consider
ably simplified for the case of initial excess reactivity if the uranium
concentration is assumed equal to the reference design. Of course, no
fission products are assumed to be initially present. Subject to these
restrictions, the excess reactivity Tsas calculated using Equation $6.
2 = % ftjff£pth
N2**

P-l) . %L

^25*

Pth P--)
N25*

^25*

f56)

N25*^2£*

N2^^2^

The initial reference design was considered to have l£ enrichment and no
plutonium. For this case the concentrations of the mixture of plutonium
isotopes corresponding to a particular burnup were inserted into the
equations and an excess reactivity "was determined.

Next the amount of

pure Pu-239 that would give that sane excess reactivity •oas determined.
The ratio of Pu-239 concentrations indicated the effect of the higher
isotopes on the Pu-239 required in the thermal reactor.
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71. COMPUTER SOLUTION OF PROBLEM
A. Analog Computer Solution
The set of equations describing the buildup of plutonium isotopes
within the thermal reactor can be solved in a straight fornard manner for
the case of no plutonium recycle. However, the change of concentrations
of the various isotopes becomes a discontinuous function of time at the
time of refueling. This causes difficulties with respect to electronic
analog solution. The following method was therefore employed.
A transformation of variables governed by the definition & =
( f t/lQ21) was utilized. The values for ^28' ^
b$y ^h9> ^ kl>

** k9> °~k0> V ** ItL»

^25»
311(1

> ?1*

*h2 Slven for the

example of Benedict and Pigford (2, p. 76) were substituted in Equation 2,
3, U, and $, resulting in the equations shown below.

+ 5.98 x 10"1

- 1.06

(57)

jf = 6.0? I 10-1 Nto - 2.25 Nto.

(58)

22T = 2,25 "to - i-to- %•

(59)

- 3.62 z 10-1

Nl}1

_

1#97 x 10-2 N1i2#

(60)

At this point the problem of discontinuity in the concentration
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variations "Bas resolved by assuming that the concentration of the plu
tonium isotopes per unit volume of fuel remained constant through refuel
ing. However, due to the depletion of U-235 and to a lesser extent the
depletion of U-238, the uranium concentrations have to be changed at
refueling to insure reactivity. Thus an average

ratio over a

single irradiation was calculated as shorn: in Equation 6l.

]
=1
lN28/avg. 2

(61)
<n28 I initial

I %8 I final

The value of (^25^-^28^final deP611^! of course, upon the length of time
and flux levels between refueling. For a low enrichment reactor, the
buildup of plutonium isotopes was relatively independent of the exact
value of (^25^28^avg. chosen,, Thus the type of average chosen did not
significantly affect the results. This technique permitted the calcula
tion of buildup of plutonium isotopes over several refuelings to be
treated as continuous. The Ngg concentration was arbitrarily scaled at
1,000 volts, which resulted in convenient voltages to represent the
plutonium isotopic concentration. The coefficients were set by means of
self-compensating potentiometers on the Heathkit electronic analog com
puter. The wiring diagram employed is shown in Figure 1.
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IB —
IC —

3A

3A

5B

3B —

5A

5A

5B
+N
7A

7A

7B —

IC

CONSTANT
VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

+n25 + n28

Figure 1. Wiring diagram for the analog computer
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B. Digital Computer Solution
The problem vas programmed for an IBM 650 Data Processing System by
the use of the FQRTRANSIT automatic coding system. The system restricted
the data storage to less than one-half of the total it,000 words of
storage. Of these 2,000 words, 1,788 were used for data storage. The
second 2,000 words of storage capacity contained the 1,033 "Bords of
program instruction plus hZS words of instruction from the program deck
which contained the standard initial instructions for the object program.
The FORTRANSIT program which is given in the Appendix, is in general
compatible with any IBM FORTRAN System.
The computer program was designed to calculate the reactivity of a
fast reactor system in a spherical geometry given the dimensions and fuelloadings. The fast reactor used as a model was similar to that of Hall
(7)• Cross section data used uras that of Yiftah et al. (19). The reactor
was of spherical geometry with two regions. The core had a radius of 31
centimeters and consisted in all cases of 1$% Fe, 50% Na, and 35% fuel,
which was a mixture of U-238 and plutonium. The blanket consisted of 10%
IJ-238, 10% Fe, and 20% Na for all cases studied. The blanket radius was
75 centimeters, which differed from the assumption of an infinite blanket
thickness by Hall (7).
The core and blanket dimensions were fed into the computer as fixed
point constants. Then the following quantities were calculated.
1) The

atams/cm3 of each element or isotope was calculated from the

volume fraction of the various nuclides.
2) For each energy group, £n>nz j—>j +- k was calculated. This
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is the cross section for neutrons transferred from group j to group j + k
by inelastic scattering» The inelastic scattering cross section, 2CB)n
for case j

^j + 1 -sas adjusted to include Ser which was the cross

section for neutrons removed to the next lowest energy group by elastic
scattering. Due to the high atomic weights of the elements considered to
be present in the reactor, a neutron could not be scattered from group j
to a group greater than j + 1 by elastic scattering. These cross sections
were called CSHLA and consisted of a 16x6 array CSHLA (16,6) which in
cluded the probability for each group of being scattered to the next
lowest six groups.
3) The quantity FCSBN was calculated. This was the product(£j>)( V)
for each group where 27^ was the macroscopic fission cross section and
V was the average number of neutrons per fission for a reaction with a
neutron in that specific energy group. There were 16 values of FCSBN.
li) The diffusion coefficient for each energy group was calculated
from DBLâN equals 1/3

tr

'shore ZT

tr

was the transport cross section for

that particular energy group.
5) The absorption cross sections, which were calculated for each

energy group, included all removals from that group £ = £ + £
a
f
n,2f
•p 2Qr +
n n' *ere n ^ n* r^en C %s used to calculate the
constant BBLAN for each group, where BBLAN was defined as 2 +( 2 /D).
a
In addition to the above calculation, a similar set of values was
computed for the reactor core. It was also necessary to estimate the
values of FISGR, which was the relative nraber of fissions at each radius
point. FISOR was normalized so that 1.0 =

11
7" FISQR (IR). Also, the
IB = 1

value of FISPE was required, which was the distribution of fission neutrons
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between the various energy groups, stated by Yiftah et al» (19) to be
identical for all fissionable nuclei.
Once the above data had been prepared on cards, the reactivity of the
system, could be calculated by use of the digital computer. The calcula
tion Teas made in the following steps.
1) SORCE, a 16 x 75 or 1,200 nord array, -Bas calculated first.
SORCE was a function of both radius point and energy»

The asterisk indi

cates multiplication.
SORCE(IE,IR) = FISQR(IR)* FISPE(IE).
Since both FISOR and FISPE were normalised, SORCE was also normalised as
sheen in Equation 62.

16

75

1.0 = y

y

IE = 1

' S0RCE(IE,IR).

(62)

IR = 1

2) The neutron flux "mas now calculated at each point and for each
energy group (1,200 values). The following equations were used.
I

=Jn+A±jfs

(63)

*<n + 1
&=

(64)
°<- n

D

"a*!-" "-j- .
^n

(65)

For each energy group, the sequence of calculations was °< , ^ , and f.
The flux was first calculated for the energy group I whose only source of

3k

neutrons was that of fission, since there were no higher groups for
scattering down.
3) For energy group I, the program began with the calculation of
cf. To make the flux finite at the center of the core,
Thus of 2 equals

> equalsO®,

equals b - (1/°*> g); etc., where b is equal to

2 -?-( ZJ a/D) which was read in as input data. Once the core blanket
boundary -sas reached,

m +^

was evaluated by Equation 66.

- DCORE |rm -F 1

M

rm

+1

"1^ ra + 1

(*a\

'""SSL'
The remaining values of^ were calculated using BBIAN instead of BCORS.
U) Next, values of fî were calculated. Since ®< ^ equals oo,
the value of

equals (l)S]/D, fî^ equals fi-J©<

2

plus (2)S2/D,

etc. The calculation was continued to the core blanket boundary, at "which
point

was evaluated by Equation 67.

DCORE
m_l)(5a +
° DBtAK(•< m)(rla-x)
=

D
'

(67>

The remaining values of A were calculated using DBLAN instead of DCQRS
where m was the core blanket boundary radius point.
5) Next FLUXR was calculated. FLUZR is the product of the flux and

R, e. g., ÏLÏÏXR = ë = ^ r. This quantity was calculated working from the
outside of the reactor in, and the neutron flux at the boundary was set
equal to zero as illustrated in Equation 68 and Equation 69.
FLUZR (IE,75) = 0

(68)
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FLUXR (IE,71;) ~

(^^5) + ^lk
* 75

e

(69)

6) The flux "Has calculated at each point for the first energy group
and was stored to be printed out at the end of the computation. It Has
also used to determine the number of neutrons that were scattered at a
radius point to each of the next six lower energy groups at that radius
point. This usas done by multiplication of flux by the read-in arrays
CSGOR and CSBIA. When the existing lcrarer energy groups, which were in
itially due only to fission, had been adjusted to include scattering from
energy group I, energy group II was calculated.
7) When all 16 energy groups had been calculated, a 16x75 array had
been stored which gave the value of the flux in each energy group at each
radius point. By use of these values of flux and the read-in values of
FGSCN and FCSBN, Tshich are products of fission cross sections and V in
each energy group, the number of fissions vas calculated. This tas the
variable RECFS(IR) or the recomputed fission source. This was printed out
together with the flux values at this point in the program.
The initially assumed fission source, FISOR, and the fission source
calculated from the fluxes, RECFS, were now both available. The source
which had been assumed, integrated over all space in the reactor, should
equal the source calculated from fluxes, over all space in the reactor if
the reactor was just critical. The total source, as shown in Equation 70,
can be put into difference equation form as in Equation 71.
R

Total Source =

/

1; TT r2 S(r)dr .

(70)
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75
Total Source =

1; 7TrJ S% Ar.

(71)

n=1
75

Tiras, the assumed source is proportional to

.
r^ ^ISO&(n) and the

75
n =1
calculated source is proportional to ^ r|RECFS(n).
n=1

According to Murray (13, p. 290), the reactivity my be calculated
by Equation 72.

Stotal

(assumed)

75
23 4 FISCE(n)
n =1
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VIL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The changes in the isotopic composition of the plutonium used as the
initial fast reactor fuel loading resulted in significant changes in the
Pu-239 critical mass as shorn in Table 1. The concentration of Pu-239 in

the fuel of a fast reactor ahich yielded a critical mass was reduced from
Hi.1% for the Pu-239 case to 7*k3% for the isotopic mixture produced in
a thermal reactor for flux times of 1022 caf"2. By comparison, in a
thermal reactor the critical masses of Pu-239 required for mixed isotopic
composition were from ll£ to 18% higher than the pure Pu-239 masses for
irradiation flux times between 0 = 1 and Q — 10.
Table 1. Critical Pu-239 concentration in fuel

ô, 1021 cm.-2

% Pu-239 in fuel

0

Ui.1

1

11.1

5

8.57

10

7.U3

The ratio of the critical mass of Pu-239 in an isotopic mixture to
the critical mass of pure Pu-239 was plotted in Figure 2 for the isotopic
mixtures produced by various flux times. The three curves plotted are
the 16 neutron energy group digital computer solution, a one neutron
energy group hand calculation for the fast reactor to serve for comparison
purposes, and a hand calculation showing the effect in a thermal reactor.
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Figure 2. Ratio of the plutonium critical masses for various flux times

The mixed Pu-239 fast reactor critical mass usas in all cases smaller than
the pure Pu-239 fast reactor critical mass. This was due to the fact
that Pu-2lj.O and Pu-2l}2 trill fission in a fast neutron flux nhile these
isotopes td.11 not fission ~smen the neutron energy is smaller than 0.11
MEV. The mixed Pu-239 critical mass "Bas reduced to 79% of the pure Pu-239
critical mass for flux times as low as S = 1. For flax times as high as
& - 10, the critical mass "Bas reduced to $% of the pure Pu-239 value.
ihen these redactions were considered in terms of power reactors having
critical masses in the neighborhood of 500 kilograms, the reduction in
investment was considered to be significant# If the power reactor were to
contain $00 kilograms of pure Pu-239 valued at $12 per gram, the investment
would reach $6 million. The substitution of a mixture of plutonium iso
topes irradiated to flux times of Ô = 10 containing 265 kilograms of
Pu-239 could result in a considerable reduction in fuel investment. The
actual price of Pu-239 when mixed with higher isotopes has not, of course,
been determined. It would seem that the price of Pu-239 would be somewhat
less than $12 per gram for this so-called "dirty" plutonium since the
higher isotopes result in a reduction in reactivity in a thermal reactor.
The increased fuel loading for the mixed plutonium isotopes in a thermal
reactor is shown in Figure 2 for purposes of comparison with the fast
reactor. The initial depression in the curve was due to the buildup of
fissionable Pu-2ljl, and the later rise was due to the continued buildup of
non-fissionable Pu-2lj2. The agreement in Figure 2 between the highly
simplified one neutron energy group hand calculation and the 16 neutron
energy group digital computer calculation may be somewhat fortuitous and
may be due to the cancelling effects of the various assumptions made for
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the one group calculation in this particular case. In other cases the one
group calculation might not shew such good agreement.
Table 2 shows the variation of reactivity with the percentage of
Pu-239 in the fuel for â = Q} 6—1, & — 5, and

Ô — 10 as calculated

with the digital computer.
Table 2. Reactivity of a fast reactor for various plutonium compositions
and concentrations

% Pu-239 in fuel

e do21®-2)

Reactivity

12.0

0

0.862

11-.0

0

0.996

17.0

0

1.267

10.8

1

0.961*

11.2

1

1.019

8.91

5

1.031

9.12

5

1.073

0.0760

10

1.012

0.083k

10

1.06k

The percentage of Pu-239 which gave a "just critical" reactor (re
activity equals 1.000) was determined by the assumption of a linear
relationship between reactivity and percentage of Pu-239 in the fuel. For
the case of $ ~ 03 the reactivity was essentially a linear function of
Pu-239 concentrations within the range of Pu-239 concentrations from 12%
to 17% of the fuel for the three plutonium concentrations calculated.

la
reactivity varied from 0.862 to 1.267. This linearity simplified inter
polations to find the critical mass. The interpolated concentrations were
in

cases "within b% of a value of the plutonium concentration for which

a digital computer calculation was made. The results of 8 — 0 "mere com
pared to the calculations of Hal"! (7)• Hall obtained criticality with
a Pu-239 concentration of 11% in the fuel. The calculated Pu-239 con
centration of lii.l/£ of the fuel to achieve criticality was in reasonable
agreement with Hall when the difference in cross sections used was noted.
Yiftah et al- (19) stated that the set of cross section data he computed
tended to give somemat higher reactivities than the earlier sets of as
sumed cross sections, thus leading to a somewhat lower critical mass.
The flux plots shown in Figures 3 and U indicate the variation in
neutron flux with position for the various neutron energy groups- The
value of the flux increased for energy groups I to 71 and decreased for
groups 711 to XVI. This agreed with the statement of Murray (13, p. 69),
who predicted flux peaking at about 0.3 2G7 for EBR-type reactors. The
changes in the flux spectra due to the introduction of the higher isotopes
of plutonium were negligible. The changes in the amount of flux in any
particular energy group due to changes in plutonium isotopic concentration
in the core were less than 6% within the range 0= 1 to 6 = 10. No
particular pattern was noted in these small changes in the distribution
of flux within the various energy groups. The rapid decrease with
distance of the neutron flux within the blanket is shown in Figure 3
This decrease in neutron flux supported the assumption that a 75
centimeter blanket is essentially infinite. The 75 centimeter blanket was
chosen in accordance with the criteria of Murray (13, p. 72) that a blanket
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thickness of t' = 2.6$ Lj. tsas comparable to an infinite blanket.
The changes in the plutonium isotopic exposition as a function of
flux tines of irradiation were determined by use of the Heathkit analog
computer to solve the set of differential equations describing the buildup
of the higher plutonium isotopes in a thermal reactor. The nuclear para
meters of the thermal reactor chosen were those used tgr Benedict and
Pigford (2, p. 76). Figure 5 shows plots of the change in concentrations
in units of atoms/atom U-238 as a function of the flux time

10^-cm""2.

The plots are for various values of R, ohich was defined as the average
ratio of ^25/^28 during irradiation. The results of the analog computa
tion shorn in Figure 5 ware used to obtain the isotopic plutonium composi
tion of the plutonium used as the fast reactor fuel. A ratio R, average
N25A28 during irradiation, of 1.0 isas chosen. Plutonium composition at
flux times of 0=1, & — 5» and Q = 10 is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Isotopic plutonium at various irradiation flux times

Nuclide

$=0

0=1

Pu-239

1,000

0.700

0.496

0.362

Pu-2l|0

O.UiO

0.1it7

0.107

Pu-2la

0.160

0.225

0.168

0.132

0.362

1.000

1.000

Pu-2i£
1.000

1.000

~ *= 5

0 = 10

The analog computer results shorn in Figure 5 agreed yith the computa-
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Plutonium buildup in the thermal reactor
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tiens of Benedict and Pigford (2, p. Ill) for the conditions of low flax
times of irradiation. For this case the assumptions made for the analytical solution by Benedict and Pigford were valid. For higher flux
times of irradiation, the concentrations of Pu-239, Pu-2ijQ and Pu-2?tl
reached the equilibrium values calculated by Benedict and Pigford. The
flux times studied were not large enough for Pu-242 to come to equi
librium. Thus the electronic analog computer solution was in agreement
with the results of Benedict and Pigford for the too limiting conditions
that they calculated analytically.
The digital computer program which -was developed could be used to
calculate the critical masses of a wide variety of one dimensional spheri
cal fast reactors. No restriction, other than available computer storage,
was placed on the physical dimensions of the core and blanket. The
program is completely flexible in choice of materials, allowing for the
use of any desired mixture of reactor fuel, coolant and structural ma
terials. Ehile the program was written for a two region reactor, it can
easily be adapted for the one region ease. Although the program was
written in the IBM 650 FORTRANSIT language, it is in general compatible
with any FORTRAN system, including IBM 6£0 FORTRAN, IBM 1620 FORTRAN, IBM
BASIC 7070/7074 FORTRAN, IBM 7070/7074 FORTRAN, IBM 705 FORTRAN, IBM 704
FORTRAN, and IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN. Minor adaptations must be made, of
course, depending upon the specific card or tape input-output used.
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X. APPENDIX
A. Fortransit Program
DIMENSION SŒiCE (16, 75), FISCS (75), FISPE (l6), ALPHA (75),
SCORE (16), BBLAN (l6), DCORE (16), BETA (75)

DIMENSION FLUXR (16,75), RECFS (75), FCSC2Ï (16) CSCOR (16, 6),
CSHLA (16, 6), DBLAN (16)

00102 EQUIVALENCE (ïLUXR, SGRCE)
00103 READ, FISOR
00102* READ, FISPE

ooio5

READ, IBLâN, ICCRE

00106 READ, BBIAN
00107 READ, DCCRE

00108 READ, CSCOR
00109 READ, CSBIA

00210 READ, FCSCN

00111 READ, FCSBN
00112 BEAD, DBLâlî
00113 READ, SCORE
00023 CONTINUE

00112; DO 1 IE = 1, 16
00115 DO 2 IR = 1, IBLAN

00116 SORCE (IE, IR) = FISCS. (IR)*FISPB (IE)
00002 CONTINUE

00001 CONTINUE
00000 PUNCH, SORCE
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00117 DO 3 IE = 1,16
00119 IR = 2
00120 ALPHA (2) = SCORE(IE)
OOOOU ALPHA(IR + 1) = SCORE(IE) - (l/ALPHA(IR))
00121 IR = JR + 1
00122 IF(IR - ICORE)

4,123,12,

00123 CORE = ICORE
0012^ A1 = (COSE -f 1.0)/CORE

00205 A2 = (CORE + 1.0)/(C0RE-1.0)
00206 ALPHA(ICORE * 1) = (DC0RE(IE)/DHLAN(IE)) *(A1 - (A2/ALPHA(ICORE)))
00207 ALPHA(ICORE + l) = ALPHA(ICORE + 1) * A1
00201 IF(ALPHA(ICORE + 1) - 1.0) 202, 203, 203
00202 ALPHA(ICORE + l) = 1.0
00203 IR = IR + 1
00006 ALPHA(IR + 1) = BELAN(IE) - (l/ALPHA(IR))
00125 IR = IR + 1
00126 IF(IR-IBLAN) 6, 7, 7
00007 CONTINUE
00127 BETA(l) = + SORCE(IE, 1)/BC0RE(IE)
00128 IR = 2
00008 BSTA(IR) = (BETA(IR-1)/ALPHA(H)) + ((IR * SORCE (IE, IR))/
DCORE(IE))
00129 IR = Et + 1
00130 IF(IR-ICCEE) 8, 9, 9
00009 BETA(ICORE) = (DCORE(IE) * BEIA(IR - 1)* (ICCEE + 1))/
((ICORE - 1) * ALPHA(ICORE) * DBLAN(IE))

Si

00135 IR = ICORE + 1
00010 BETA(IR) = (BETA(lR - 1)/ALPHA(IR)) + ((IR * SORCE(IE,
/DELAN(IE))
00136 IR = IR + 1
00137 IF(IR - IBLAN) 10, 11, 11
00011 CONTINUE
00138 ÏT.UZR

(IE, IBLAN) = 0

00139 IR = IBLAN - 1
00012 H»DZR(IE,IR) = ((l/ALPHA(IR + l)) * (FLUXR(IE, IR -F 1)
BETA(IR)))
00140 IR = IR - 1
00141 IF(IR)

13, 13, 12

00013 CONTINUE
00000 PUNCH, ALPHA, BETA, FLUZR
00142 DO 14

IR = 1, ICORE

00143 INCR = 1
00015 IGSUP = IE + INCR
00144 SORCE(IGRUP, IR) = SORCE(IGRUP, IR) + ((FLUZR(IE, IR) *
CSCOR(IE, INCR))/lR)
00145 INCR = INCR + 1
00146 IF(HCR - 6)

15, 15, 14

00014 CONTINUE
00147 ICORP = ICORE + 1
00148 DO 16 IR = ICORP, IBLAN
00149 INCR = 1
00017 IGRUP = IE + INCR
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SORCE(IGRUP, IS) = SORCE(IŒTUP, IE) + ((ELUXR(IE, IB)
* CSBEA(IE, HCR))/IE)
INCR = INCR + 1
00152 IF(3NCR-6)

17J 17, 16

00016 CONTINUE
00000

PUNCH, SORCE

00200

PAUSE

00003 CONTINUE
00153 DO 18 IR = 1, ICORE
00154

RECFS (IR) = 0

ooi55

DO 19 IE =-1,16

00156 RECFS(IR) = RECFS(IR) -F ((FCSCN(IE) * FLUZR(IE, IR))/LR)

00019 CONTINUE
00018 CONTINUE

00157 ICCEP = ICORE + 1
00158 DO 20 IR = ICORP, IBLAN

00159 RECFS(IR) = 0
00160 DO 21 IE = 1,16
00161 RECFS(IR) = RECFS(IR) + ((FCSBN(IS) * FLUZR(IE, IR))/LR)
00021 CONTINUE
00020

CONTINUE

00024 PUNCH FLU2R
00025 PUNCH RECFS
00169 END

